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28 January 2018 

To whom it may concern 
Wedge Holdings Co., Ltd.  

   Tatsuya Konoshita,  
Representative Managing Director& CEO 

(Code 2388 TSE JASDAQ Market)  
Contact: Yasuhiro Kotake,  

IR Representative 
 (Tel: 03-6225-2207) 

           
Court reject JTA in Singapore, Allows GLH to currently continue normal operations 

 
Wedge Holdings CO., LTD would like to report the announcement on 26 January 2018 

from our consolidated subsidiary Group Lease PCL (GL). J Trust Asia Pte Ltd (JTA) asked 
the court in Singapore expanding of the temporary and interim disposition to assets of 
Group Lease Holdings Pte Ltd (GLH). However the court rejected it. GL will continue the 
lawsuits against JTA to be released from any temporary and interim disposition. This is the 
2nd progress report following the temporary and interim disposition was made.  
 
GL Announcement on 26 January 2018 
 
Court reject JTA in Singapore, Allows GLH to currently continue normal operations 
During this month, J Trust Asia (“JTA”) has launched several lawsuits against Group Lease 

(“GL”) and our subsidiaries including in Thailand and Singapore. For each of these lawsuits, 
so far, the court has only heard JTA’s arguments and has only made decisions based only 
on the information JTA has provided since JTA started the lawsuits and due to court 
procedures, GL has not yet had a chance to respond. On January 25, 2018, in Singapore, 
the court for the first time heard both JTA and GL’s arguments together. JTA asked the 
court to immediately prevent Group Leasing Holdings (“GLH”), our Singapore holding 
company whose purpose is to manage GL’s investments, from selling assets and 
transferring capital between our subsidiaries. Buying and selling assets and transferring 
capital between our subsidiaries is the ordinary business of GLH. After hearing both JTA 
and GL, the court denied JTA’s request to immediately prevent GLH from performing its 
ordinary business. While this is a small victory, it is the first time a court has heard both JTA 
and GL at the same time—and GL won. We look forward to continuing the fight against 
JTA and hope this is the start of many victories for GL. 
 

	


